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Key messages
Gas: establishing the problem,
building the solutions
Australia needs gas. Whether in factories, power plants, homes, offices or export terminals, natural gas is a
critical contributor to our economy and our quality of life. But while Australia has enormous and growing
reserves of conventional and unconventional gas, there has been increasing concern about tight supply and
rising prices in the eastern Australian gas market.
These developments are largely due to the linkage of eastern Australia’s gas market to high-price East Asian
markets through Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) exports (see the price comparison on page 14). LNG offers
important benefits to Australia through export earnings and the jobs and investment associated with
development of related gas resources and the construction and operation of terminals.
However, the option to export at high prices leads producers to expect comparable prices from domestic
customers. An export-driven tripling of gas demand also requires that higher-cost reserves be brought into
production. Gas production has grown more slowly than many had expected, leading to serious supply tightness
in the near term at least as LNG proponents scramble for gas to meet their commitments. Community anxiety
about further growth – and government responses to that anxiety – now threaten to make this situation even
worse, particularly for gas-dependent industries and the people they employ. Identifying gas in the ground is not
enough – it needs to come out of the ground at a rate sufficient to meet growing demand.
The Australian Industry Group has been drawing public attention to the risks and unintended consequences of
the gas boom for some time,1 pointing out the employment and economic activity connected to domestic gas
use. There is now growing recognition that a gas crisis looms. However, much of the discussion has been based
on anecdotes and individual company perspectives. Establishing a common understanding of the problem and
moving to serious discussion of solutions requires firmer evidence. To underpin the debate and move it forward,
Ai Group surveyed gas users across the east coast in April and May 2013.
The results, published in this report, confirm that the gas market is tight; that practical competition is not as
strong as it should be; and that the step change in gas prices is coming hard and fast.
This report also recommends a package of policy responses, including:
•
•
•

encouraging sustainable gas production through workable, credible regulatory frameworks at the State
and Federal levels;
enhancing market transparency and efficiency; and
instituting a national economic approval process for new gas export capacity, similar to policies that
have been adopted in the United States and Canada.

The evidence is mounting: eastern Australia has a serious problem with gas supply, despite our rich resources.
This worsens Australia’s position as a high-cost economy. It is now time to develop solutions. It is up to all of us –
gas users, gas producers, employees, government and the broader public – to go beyond pointing out what
won’t work, and instead find answers that are realistic, effective and comprehensive. We must find ways to
produce the gas Australia needs – and to pursue opportunities both for export and domestic use.

Innes Willox
Chief Executive
Australian Industry Group

1

See for example a report commissioned by Ai Group and the Plastics and Chemicals Industries Association: National Institute for
Economic and Industry Research, Large scale export of East Coast Australia natural gas: unintended consequences (October 2012)
www.aigroup.com.au/policy/reports.
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Executive summary
Findings
In April and May 2013 the Australian Industry Group surveyed business gas users in eastern Australia to establish
the state of the gas market. Questions related to current gas use, contracts sought and investment impact. 61
businesses responded to the survey.
About half the businesses we surveyed were looking for a new gas contract at the time. Of those businesses:
•

nearly 10% could not get an offer at all;

•

a third could not get a serious offer; and

•

a quarter could get an offer from only one supplier.

Only a third faced a genuinely competitive market with multiple offers available. These results confirm that the
gas market is very tight at present, as the LNG exporters lock up any supply they can find in order to meet their
commitments and make up for slower production growth than anticipated.
Wholesale gas prices have been widely expected to rise from their historic average of $3-4 per gigajoule and
converge with the LNG netback price – that is, the price paid by gas importers in Japan and elsewhere in Asia,
minus the costs of liquefaction and transport. There have been different views about how fast and far this
transformation would go. The survey results suggest that price rises will be at the top end of projections:
•

Of those businesses being offered prices at all, businesses seeking relatively short term contracts to
commence in 2013 were seeing offers of $5.12 a gigajoule – a moderate uplift.

•

But for everyone else, seeking later or longer contracts, the average offer was $8.72 a gigajoule – more
than double the historic price.

•

By comparison, in its first year the carbon tax added around $1.20 per gigajoule to the cost of using gas.
For gas users, the LNG price shock is four times larger than the carbon price shock, and this adjustment
comes without compensation, assistance or responsive policy.

Recommendations
Tight supply and massive price escalation will have a serious effect on gas dependent industries – and on
electricity prices, since gas fired generators play an important role in the National Electricity Market. Discussion
is increasingly turning to policy responses, though much debate has focused on the idea of domestic gas
reservation – despite the fact that relatively few stakeholders actually call for this approach. Aggressive
reservation policies could carry legal and investment risks, and are widely opposed. But a price transition and
supply squeeze as serious as that now confronting eastern Australia demands a policy response.
A package of mutually reinforcing policies is needed:
•

Increase gas production, particularly from unconventional gas resources, by ensuring that regulatory
arrangements are in place at all levels of government which command community confidence and
make timely, workable and consistent decisions;

•

Enhance the transparency and competitiveness of the gas market, by accelerating the current market
reform agenda and urgently developing more options; and

•

Build confidence among gas users in future supply and the merits of production, by introducing a
national economic approvals process for additional LNG export capacity.

Even with these policies in place, gas users face serious pressures and a major transition. Prices will likely never
return to the lows that have underpinned many businesses’ international competitiveness over the last few
decades. A near term supply squeeze may be unavoidable. But we can choose to minimise the harm involved in
a gas crunch that, this report shows, is already here.
6
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Survey results
In April and May 2013 the Australian Industry Group surveyed business gas users in eastern Australia to establish
the state of the gas market. The survey was conducted online and sent to businesses based in Victoria, New
South Wales, Queensland and South Australia. As well as specific questions about gas supply, contract terms,
prices and investment, respondents were also invited to provide additional comments; their responses are
quoted throughout this report. The sample was drawn from a broad set of businesses across gas-using sectors;
the results represent the experience of businesses for which gas is a significant input, rather than for business
generally. Previous Ai Group research has established that the significance of energy in business cost structures
varies widely, though it has risen in recent years along with energy prices.2 Over 60 firms responded in detail.
Respondents came from across the eastern gas market (see Figure 1). The highest proportion of respondents
came from Victoria, making up 58% of total respondents, followed by New South Wales at 25%. 13% were from
Queensland and 3% from South Australia.
The prevalence of Victorian respondents reflects to some extent the more widespread and intensive use of gas
in the Victorian economy. One respondent commented: “Victorian costs are looking very concerning, especially
on top of the carbon tax.”

Figure 1 - respondents by state
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Responses came from a range of industry sectors, all generally large consumers of gas (Figure 2). The food and
beverage manufacturing sector had the largest representation with 27% of all respondents, followed by
petroleum, coal & chemicals at 20% and metals manufacturing (18%). Other manufacturing made up the next
largest category (15%). Utilities represented 7% of all respondents, followed by transport, machinery and
equipment manufacturing (5%), paper, pulp, printing and publishing (3%), mining and mining services and
textiles, clothing and footwear manufacturing at 2% respectively.
Most businesses responding to the survey were large businesses, making up 71% of all respondents (Figure 3).
Large businesses for this report are defined as having 250 or more full time equivalent employees. Medium
businesses, those who have 100 or more employees but less than 250, represented 15% of all respondents and
small businesses, those employing less than 100 people were 14% of the all respondents.
Gas has several valuable uses in industry (Figure 4). The clear majority of businesses (73%) planned to use gas in
2013 for heating in industrial processes. 27% said they would use it for power generation and 22% for space
heating or cooling. 20% of respondents said they would use gas for feedstock for industrial purposes – that is,
transforming gas into basic industrial chemicals, plastics, fertiliser and so on. 2% of respondents reported that
they did not use significant quantities of gas. As respondents were able to choose more than one option, the
categories add up to more than 100%.

2

See Ai Group, Energy shock: pressure mounts for efficiency action (July 2012) 14-15 www.aigroup.com.au/policy/reports.
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Figure 2 - respondents by sector
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The use of gas in power generation is not restricted to large, dedicated generator businesses. Cogeneration and
trigeneration systems allow businesses with suitable requirements for power, heating and cooling to meet these
needs by efficiently capturing and exploiting waste heat. While such systems can potentially use many fuels,
natural gas has been the most convenient, reliable and affordable option until recently. Several respondents to
the survey commented that their investment plans for cogeneration had been impacted by concerns about gas
supply and pricing:
“[Our company] reviewed cogeneration which initially looked very favourable to the business but
because of future gas price uncertainties [we] rejected government CTIP [Clean Technology Investment
Program] funding and didn't proceed with the [multi-million dollar] project.”
“As a large user of electricity and gas our business is seriously considering the benefits of cogeneration,
however the potential price increases in gas will not make this viable and therefore reduce the
sustainability and viability of local manufacturing in Australia.”
“The uncertainty in the gas pricing means that major investments, such as cogeneration, may not be
made.”
“Energy costs have risen dramatically and recently we have invested $4million in a trigen plant to
manage this. With natural gas now likely to dramatically increase in cost this again puts pressure on our
cost base.”
“Uncertainty in gas pricing has [led us to put our] project to consider use of cogeneration 'on hold' – [it
is] impossible to have certainty on economics.”
8
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Figure 4 - uses of gas by respondents
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Respondents were asked when their current gas contract or contracts were due to end (Figure 5). Most
contracts will have expired by the end of 2015. 17% of businesses reported that their contracts were due to
expire in 2013; 2014 was the expiration date for 32%, followed by 2015 for 22% and 2016 for 7%. 8% of
respondents had contracts expiring in 2017 or later. 12% of respondents did not have current contracts and 10%
or respondents preferred not to say. As respondents could have more than one contract the results add up to
more than 100%.

Figure 5 - expiration dates of current gas contracts
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Respondents were asked how long they would prefer gas contracts to run for (Figure 6). More than a quarter
preferred short term contracts of one to two years duration; 30% sought three year contracts; 23% preferred
five year arrangements; and contracts of eight years or more, generally associated with the largest and most
intensive gas users, were sought by 20% of respondents to this question.
Consistent with the looming expiry of many contracts, around half of all respondents reported that they were
currently seeking new contracts (Figure 7). 47% of businesses stated that they were looking for new contracts to
follow their current one, while 5% were seeking a contract for additional supply. However, 44% of businesses
were not yet looking for a new contract and 9% of respondents had no intention to contract.
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Figure 6 - preferred gas contract length
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Figure 7 - respondents seeking new gas contracts
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The ability of businesses to secure gas contracts has been the subject of wide discussion. There have been many
anecdotal reports of businesses unable to secure supply, while gas producers have at times claimed that they
are willing and able to supply anyone who is genuinely interested. The survey asked those respondents who
were looking for a contract about their success in getting gas contract offers from suppliers (Figure 8). As a rule
businesses prefer to get multiple offers in order to ensure a good price.
32% of businesses seeking contracts stated that suppliers were not making serious offers. This is obviously a
subjective assessment, and can relate to many factors: prices and indexation, length of contract, volumes
offered, take or pay requirements. 10% of respondents said that suppliers were not making any offers at all. 58%
of respondents had been able to get a serious offer of some sort, including 32% who obtained offers from more
than one supplier and 26% who had offers from only one supplier.
These results show that anecdotal reports of market tightness are accurate: it is not currently possible for every
gas user to get a supply contract. For a worryingly large set of businesses there are either no offers at all or none
on realistic terms. Many businesses are still able to get offers, as would be expected; what the market faces is a
gap between supply and demand, not a total absence of supply. Suppliers are adjusting to this gap through a mix
of price rises, tougher terms and reticence in making offers. Respondent comments show the spread of
experiences:
“When [we] tendered for gas supply in 2012 it was not possible to get a reasonable contract that was

longer than 2014.”
“We have last year finalised a major infrastructure project which involved considerable gas quantities.
We have secured long term arrangements for that project gas wise.”
10
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“Our long-standing retailer is prepared to commit to a gas supply for us but cannot price that gas
currently. Other retailers are talking gas prices circa $9-12/GJ but again there are no serious offers.”
A further point can be made: competition in the gas market does not currently look adequate. Competition is
fundamental to driving efficient outcomes that meet consumer needs. With only 32% of surveyed businesses
who were seeking a contract receiving offers from multiple suppliers, competitive pressures are clearly muted in
the retail market.

Figure 8 - are customers able to obtain contract offers from suppliers?
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There has been a widespread expectation among energy stakeholders that eastern gas prices would rise towards
parity with LNG export prices, since producers would expect returns from local customers comparable to those
available at export (see prices at Figure 14). However there have also been many different views on the rate and
extent of this rise. Price projections have regularly been revised upwards in recent years (see Figure 9).

Figure 9 - price projections have been revised upwards3
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The survey asked respondents who had received at least one gas contract offer to nominate the highest price,
the lowest price and the average price offered by suppliers. There was significant variation in the prices being

3

Adapted from Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics, Gas Market Report (July 2012) 60-64
http://www.bree.gov.au/publications/gas.html.
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offered to respondents, with two broad groupings evident: some businesses were seeking relatively short-term
contracts to commence very soon, while most were seeking longer terms or contracts to begin later (Figure 10).
Businesses in the first group, who were seeking contracts for two years or less and whose existing contracts
expired in 2013, found an average offer of $5.12 per gigajoule.
For all other respondents – those seeking longer contracts or contracts to commence beyond 2013 – the average
offer was $8.72.4 The highest price offered to any respondent was $11, and the lowest was $4.60.

Figure 10 - average of gas prices offered (high, low, average)
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Eastern Australia has for many years enjoyed wholesale gas prices in the range of $3-4 per gigajoule.5 Near term
offers averaging $5.12 represent a significant rise, but are modest compared to the prices offered beyond 2013
(Figure 11).

Figure 11 - historic and offered gas prices
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The offers reported also suggest that recent gas price projections understate how quickly prices will rise. While
short term offers match well with projections, post-2013 offers reported reflect prices the modelling suggested
would not be experienced until after 2020 (Figure 12). It appears that the price adjustment is coming rapidly.
4

These figures refer to the average of the prices supplied by respondents as ‘average’ offers.

5

Australian Energy Regulator, State of the Energy Market 2012 (December 2012) 94 http://www.aer.gov.au/state-of-the-energymarket-reports.
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Figure 12 - price projections and surveyed prices compared6
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Australia’s carbon tax, introduced in 2012-13 at a fixed price of $23 a tonne, has added between about $1.25
and $1.50 per gigajoule to the cost of using natural gas for most consumers.7 This imposition was accompanied
by a substantial, though imperfect, compensation package, including household assistance and recompense for
the most emissions intensive and trade exposed industries for much of their carbon cost. The price lift from long
term averages implied by the survey results is four times larger than the gas cost increase associated with the
carbon tax (Figure 13).
Australian gas prices have been relatively low by global standards, making us an attractive destination for
investment in gas-dependent manufacturing. The increase in gas prices reflected in this survey would shift
Australia far along to the more expensive end of international comparisons (Figure 14). While some of the
countries with the highest gas prices have large and highly competitive manufacturing industries, those
industries tend to benefit from other competitive advantages that Australian business lacks – whether in labour
costs, scale, regulation, aggressive industry policy, or otherwise.

Figure 13 - comparison of gas cost impacts – carbon price and gas crunch
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7

There is variation between the states, between urban and rural areas, and between individual businesses – based on differences in
the emissions intensity of gas production from different fields, and levels of leakage in transmission.
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Figure 14 - international gas price comparison8
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Adapted from BREE, above n 3, 49, with Ai Group survey data used to insert an additional line for Australian prices if the survey
results were replicated nationwide.
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Respondents were asked how the outlook for gas supply and price would affect their businesses’ investment
plans (Figure 15). They overwhelmingly reported a negative impact (72%). 22% of respondents did not expect a
significant impact and for 5% it has been positive. Respondents commented heavily:
“Clearly, there is an emerging gas supply crisis on the East Coast. The result will be […] domestic
manufacturers either closing down or moving offshore. […] This cannot be in the long-term interest of
local gas suppliers and is certainly not in the national interest.”
“The impact on our business is adverse, and we are struggling.”
“We are concerned that dramatic price shifts could occur and [force us] to switch technologies/fuels.
The alternative fuels are most likely going to have a higher carbon foot print and/or be difficult to
implement rapidly causing our operations to be exposed.”
“We have an interest in gas as a raw material for a potential future investment. Given the current
prices and availability such an investment is simply not economic.”
“[…] such increases leaving Australia so uncompetitive will […] translate in to long term high
unemployment. For my vote shut down manufacturing and move the plant to Asia!”
“A year ago we took the decision to move 40% of our manufacturing to China because of the strong
dollar. We envisaged returning production if the currency fell again; however the gas price rises we are
seeing would make this unviable.”

Figure 15 - impact of gas outlook on business investment
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These results reflect the relative gas-intensity of the sample; these are businesses for whom gas is particularly
important. However, it has been clear for some time that the consequences of a sustained supply and price
shock will be severe, not just for gas-dependent industries but for the economy as a whole. In 2012, a report
prepared by the National Institute of Economic and Industry Research (NIEIR) for Ai Group and the Plastics and
Chemicals Industries Association (PACIA) outlined serious consequences from a scenario where LNG exports
squeezed out domestic gas use through price or supply pressure. NIEIR found that the use of a petajoule of gas
in domestic industry enables $255 million in industrial output. The report also found that annual GDP would be
$22 billion lower than otherwise in this scenario, and that an alternative national benefit indicator combining
private consumption, tax receipts and net national product would be $46 billion lower than otherwise.
Employment fell by 203,000 from what otherwise would have been the case.9 The results of the present survey
suggest that Australia is on course to realise this scenario.

9

NIEIR, above n 1, iii, 24.
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Policy recommendations
Tight supply and massive price escalation will have a serious effect on gas dependent industries in Eastern
Australia – and on electricity prices, since gas fired generators play an important role in the National Electricity
Market. Western Australia is further ahead in the move to export parity gas pricing. Discussion is increasingly
turning to policy responses, though much debate has focused on the idea of domestic gas reservation; while a
reservation policy is in place in Western Australia, relatively few stakeholders call for this approach in the east.
Aggressive reservation policies could carry legal and investment risks, and are widely opposed. But a price
transition and supply squeeze as serious as that now confronting eastern Australia demands a policy response.
A package of mutually reinforcing policies is needed:
•

Increase gas production, particularly from unconventional gas resources, by ensuring that regulatory
arrangements are in place at all levels of government which command community confidence and
make timely, workable and consistent decisions;

•

Enhance the transparency and competitiveness of the gas market, by accelerating the current market
reform agenda and urgently developing more options; and

•

Build confidence among gas users in future supply and the merits of production, by introducing a
national economic approvals process for additional LNG export capacity.

This section outlines the case for and content of these measures.

Gassing up: enhancing production
Australia has a lot of gas in the ground, but it needs to be produced at a rate commensurate with demand.
Improving production is fundamental to any effort to address the eastern Australian gas crunch – though it is not
enough on its own.
Gas production is currently lagging behind expectations, with public and political disquiet over coal seam gas and
other unconventionals playing a growing role. Several points need to be made about this disquiet.
•

Firstly it is clear that there is fairly widespread concern across many communities, as well as farming
and environmental groups, about coal seam gas (CSG) in particular and unconventional gas in general.
This concern exists most intensely in NSW, but is also evident in Victoria and to some extent
Queensland. These worries are sincere and must be treated seriously.

•

Secondly, while gas production – conventional or unconventional – involves risks to safety and the
environment, these risks can be managed and minimised by responsible and well-regulated producers.

•

Finally, it is apparent that some of those encouraging worry about CSG and other unconventionals will
never be persuaded by any efforts to manage real or purported risks.

There are currently serious barriers to gas production in NSW and Victoria, and new Commonwealth legislation
threatens to add an additional layer of regulation to many projects. There is also potential for future restrictions
in other states, or nationally, if community concerns grow and go unaddressed.
As one survey respondent said, “Further gas supplies must be made available to the domestic gas market as a
matter of priority.” A way needs to be found to produce from Australia’s very large resources of coal seam gas,
tight gas and shale gas while maintaining safety and environmental standards and public confidence. This
solution needs to work over the long term; a short term rush for gas would be unsustainable in every sense if it
was achieved by relaxing standards without putting a credible framework in place.

16
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The following steps should be pursued simultaneously:

Blanket exclusions and moratoria should be lifted as soon as possible.
NSW now forbids gas exploration or production within two kilometres of any current or future residential zone,
or any area used for viticulture or the equine industry. Victoria has a moratorium on hydraulic fracturing, or
‘fracking’, a technique sometimes used in CSG production and essential to tight gas and shale gas production.
Other exclusions cannot be ruled out if community concerns are not answered convincingly.
Survey respondents were vocal:
“Gas prices will rise unless more natural gas is produced within NSW, which requires CSG projects to be
developed.”
“The 2 km exclusion zone [on coal seam gas] in NSW is arbitrary. We operate in areas with significant,
long-standing industrial activity, often within 1km of residential areas. If we were to drill on-site for
CSM [Coal Seam Methane] the incremental impact on our residential neighbours would be negligible.”
“The NSW Government needs to take ownership of the NSW gas shortage.”
“Fracking bans [in Victoria] need to be lifted and a proper process put in place to ensure no long lasting
environmental damage.”
“The best form of government action is support the development of additional gas supplies and
pipelines. We note that New South Wales is endowed with a significant amount of untapped natural
gas resources. However, there are current barriers in the development of such supplies, due to
significant uncertainty in the regulatory framework.”
These blanket exclusions and moratoria are extremely blunt instruments and threaten to simply strangle
production entirely, rather than encouraging responsible approaches. The NSW exclusion policy allows individual
councils to request removal of land from the exclusion zone, but this is likely to be a very slow, inconsistent and
unreliable process for governing development of state and national importance.
Existing regulatory arrangements should be strengthened and streamlined to deal with CSG and other
unconventionals credibly and efficiently.
The intensity of preapproval scrutiny and subsequent monitoring should be commensurate to the severity and
likelihood of any risks involved. Regulation should bring together decision making and assessment so that the
process is transparent and easy for project proponents and other stakeholders to engage with, and the results
are timely and coherent across different levels of government. Environmental assessment should be done by, or
with the close involvement of, credible environmental authorities in the relevant jurisdiction.
In practice, this means that part of the NSW approach is well based: centralising oversight of regulation in an
Office of Coal Seam Gas within the Department of Trade and Investment, and making the NSW Environment
Protection Authority the lead regulator for health and environmental impacts. OSCG and EPA need to lay out
clear, workable guidelines for would-be producers to operate within, and ensure that decisions are timely.
In Victoria, the removal of the fracking moratorium should be accompanied by reform to the Petroleum Act that
ensures an appropriate approvals process for fracking, in which the environmental regulator has a clear role.
While Victoria’s unconventional resources are much less explored than NSW’s, additional production here could
be very important for the market, particularly as Victoria’s conventional production declines.
At the Commonwealth level, recent changes to the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
(EPBC) added a ‘water trigger’ to enable the Environment Minister to consider directly the impacts of CSG and
coal mining projects on water resources. This is not unreasonable. However, it is vital that the process be swift,
predictable and fair, as well as environmentally robust.
Avoiding duplication and minimising regulatory burdens are also important. The EPBC contains provisions to
allow bilateral agreements through which the Commonwealth can recognise decisions under accredited State
regulatory processes, avoiding the need for two layers of consideration. Regrettably the recent EPBC
amendments included provisions that preclude bilateral agreements with respect to the water trigger.
The Commonwealth and the States should nonetheless do what they can within the law to minimise
unnecessary costs, including sharing information, harmonising processes, and potentially subsuming State
decisions to Commonwealth ones rather than vice versa.
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Ongoing dialogue is needed between communities and other stakeholders.
Part of the problem with unconventional gas is that many communities and stakeholders feel they have not
been adequately consulted, informed or included by authorities and gas producers. This feeling is not universal;
in Queensland the industry and government seem to have done better at building community confidence,
including through the Office of the Queensland Gas Market Advisor10 – though the relative remoteness of most
production so far may be just as important.
Survey respondents highlighted the role of community engagement:
“Government (both State and Federal) [has] a role to play in encouraging new exploration and
production by providing a certain and stable regulatory framework, ensuring regulatory consistency
with other states, and minimising duplicative policies […] In addition, the Government has a role to play
in engaging with communities to ensure the availability of accurate and balanced information.”
Encouraging and sustaining adequate production will require a genuine and ongoing dialogue on gas issues,
particularly but not only in gas resource regions. Dialogue is needed to ensure concerns are heard and sound
information provided. It should be facilitated by government, and involve local communities, farmers, gas
producers, gas consumers, workers, scientific experts, regulators and other stakeholders. Without such
processes in place, policy risks either being divorced from the community or dominated by the most extreme
voices.

10

Formerly the Office of the Queensland Gas Commissioner.
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Tuning the engine: a stronger gas market
Many gas users feel unsatisfied with the degree of transparency and competition in the gas market. Eastern
Australia’s gas market is relatively immature compared with the electricity market; while the latter features a
large and highly transparent spot market and a widely watched futures market, gas remains largely sold through
confidential long term contracts. Victoria has had a healthy spot market for some time, and a Short Term Trading
Market has been in place in Adelaide, Sydney and Brisbane since 2010. The ASX has allowed trading of Victorian
gas futures since 2009, but very little business has been transacted through this mechanism.
To gas users and other observers gas production, transport and retail seems to involve relatively few players and
to disadvantage customers. On the other hand, the market has expanded and matured considerably since its
early days. The United States enjoys a dense, interconnected and open pipeline network that allows a broad
swathe of major and independent producers to put gas into vigorously traded spot and futures markets. These
market features did not stop US gas prices from spiking above US$10 per gigajoule in 2005 and 2008. But along
with plentiful resources and technological improvements, they did help bring on a supply response that has
driven gas prices much lower. Australia differs from the US in many relevant ways, and it will be harder to
achieve so dynamic a gas market here. Nonetheless there is scope for further measures to enhance competition
and improve transparency – though these can be highly abstruse and require extensive development.
Survey respondents were concerned about the state of the market and keen for reform:
“Joint marketing of gas by gas produces should be banned by the ACCC. Now that we have gas trading
hubs there is no longer a need for this.”
“[We] need more transparency on forward pricing and the establishment of a hub at Wallumbilla may
assist.”
“A significant issue for the business is the domination of the big three retailers […] The level of
competition in this space has been reduced significantly […] over the past 18 months.”
“Long-term retail agreements generally contain very restrictive take or pay commitments, which can
result in severe penalties for consuming under a contracted amount. The irony of this situation is that
energy saving programs to reduce gas consumption inevitably result in gas consumers entering into
take or pay distress.”
“The producers that control over 80% of the east coast gas reserves are not engaging in the future
resupply of the domestic market (de facto export reservation).”
The Standing Council on Energy and Resources (SCER) endorsed in December 2012 a Gas Market Development
Plan. This includes:
•

the establishment of a voluntary Gas Supply Hub market, planned for Wallumbilla, Queensland, from
2014;

•

work on voluntary gas pipeline capacity trading, to operate through the Wallumbilla hub; and

•

potentially an industry-led gas price market survey or index to provide firmer indications of contract
prices.

These and other light-handed measures are underway, though there are implementation risks – for instance,
Ai Group understands that the useful notion of a contract index is struggling to attract adequate participation,
and faces some doubt because of recent questions over overseas price indices in the banking and oil industries.
It is extremely important that the States and the Commonwealth deliver the Gas Market Development Plan
agenda, making strong efforts to achieve the milestones of the plan on time. However, it is also clear that the
Plan is in many ways modest.
More aggressive measures have been suggested by some, including publicly funded additions to pipeline
capacity, the cessation of joint marketing arrangements between producers, or the application of robust ‘use it
or lose it’ provisions to contracted pipeline capacity or leased tenements.
Without distracting from the implementation of the existing agenda, these and other options for the
development of the market should be fully considered as soon as possible.
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Without reservations: earning gas user
support for production and export
Eastern Australia currently faces several paradoxes in its gas markets.
•

As previously discussed, a dramatic transformation is underway in prices as a result of the linkage of
Australia’s eastern gas market to East Asian markets through LNG exports. This transformation was
foreseeable, but was not adequately discussed or understood until long after the export projects were
approved.

•

As we have seen, the market shows signs of serious supply tightness at present, and a combination of
community/political barriers and slower-than-expected development may extend supply problems for
some time. Expanding production is clearly essential to help address current problems, yet many gas
users are ambivalent about support for additional production – in significant part because of a
perception that this production would inevitably flow overseas without easing domestic supply.

•

Public debate on solutions to gas concerns has largely focussed on proposals for reserving gas for
domestic use – yet few gas users are proposing this option for Eastern Australia.

Australia has enormous conventional and unconventional gas resources. The opportunity for Australia to
develop these resources for export and for domestic use is clearly very large – but it is not guaranteed that we
will fully seize it. Production costs and domestic use may be challenged by Australia’s currency, labour costs,
energy costs and regulatory barriers. With many nations poised to develop or export unconventional gas, we will
be part of an increasingly crowded race for investment and export markets. We need broad understanding of
the opportunities and their consequences to underpin the broad support that development requires.
The solution requires efficient, trusted regulation of gas production, and continued evolution of the gas market
towards greater efficiency and transparency. It also requires a mechanism to ensure that export and domestic
uses of gas are, and are seen to be, complementary. This was a critical issue for survey respondents:
“[We want] to be assured there is sufficient supply for local demand well into the future.”
“Governments must ensure that there is ample gas supply to meet local demand for the long term. The
export of Natural Gas needs to ensure continuity of supply for local demand.”
“With proper policy […] Australia can [be] a leading LNG exporter with its manufacturing sector intact.”
To that end, and after consultation with many gas users, Ai Group proposes a new national economic
assessment process: a ‘national interest test’, closely modelled on those applied already in Canada and the
United States of America, to apply to new or significantly expanded LNG export capacity.
•

In Canada, the approval of the National Energy Board (NEB) is required in order to establish a gas
export arrangement. The NEB, an independent body whose members are appointed by the Federal
Government, conducts public hearings and must satisfy itself that the quantity of gas proposed to be
exported does not exceed the surplus remaining after Canadian requirements have been met.11

•

In the United States, facilities that would export gas to countries with which the US does not have a
free trade agreement are subject to approval by the Department of Energy (DoE). The DoE must
approve unless it concludes that the proposed export would not be in the public interest.12

Both systems provide an opportunity to assess the national consequences of significant projects, particularly
economic consequences, and give the public and other gas users visibility and voice. But both processes are also
clearly consistent with strong natural gas development; the United States in particular is leading the world in
unlocking its unconventional gas resources, and investors are showing vigorous interest in establishing LNG
export terminals – two of which have already been approved by the DoE.

11

See National Energy Board, ‘Our Responsibilities’ (18 June 2013) http://www.neb-one.gc.ca/clfnsi/rthnb/whwrndrgvrnnc/rrspnsblt-eng.html.
12

See Department of Energy, ‘Natural Gas Regulation’ http://energy.gov/fe/services/natural-gas-regulation and §717b(a) of the US
Natural Gas Act 1938.
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An Australian version of these processes should be adapted to our own governance models and national
circumstances. It should also add as little as possible to the time and expense required to develop export
capacity, by avoiding substantive duplication of existing planning and environmental approvals processes and
being able to run before, after or in parallel with those approvals. It should provide an opportunity for the
Commonwealth, the States, gas users and the broader public to consider not just whether new projects should
proceed, but how to respond if they do.
The test should be national in scope, covering developments in the West and North as well as the East, including
onshore and potential Floating LNG proposals – though it must take account of differences between these
markets, particularly due to their lack of physical interconnection. The national interest test should be
implemented by the Commonwealth to ensure national consideration. If necessary, the States could proceed
with their own approvals processes – though these should be transitional to a national approach.
It is critical that a national interest test should not create sovereign risk. We do not support interference in
existing contracts and investments, which would harm Australia’s strong reputation as a safe investment
destination. The approvals process should only apply to proposals for additional LNG export capacity beyond
that which has already received a final investment decision. Approval would apply both to new facilities and to
substantial increases in capacity at existing facilities.
We propose that decisions under the approval process should be made by the Federal Treasurer, acting on
advice from an expert board including members with experience of gas production, gas markets, gas use, and
national economic policy. This board should conduct open hearings and take submissions from industry, the
general public, the States and relevant Commonwealth agencies. The board should also provide reasons for its
recommendations, and make those recommendations public – while protecting any commercially sensitive
information provided in confidence. Recommendations should be made within a defined timeframe after
submission of a proposal; we suggest six months as an appropriate time limit. The existing Energy Security
Council could serve in this capacity, though it would need expanded membership to add relevant capabilities.
We believe the approvals process should apply three tests.
Firstly it should be clear that approval of a proposed expansion in export capacity would leave adequate supply
for domestic requirements in relevant Australian markets over the life of the facility. The focus should be on
supply, not just resources, as the rate of production is more important to consumers in the near term than the
size of the resource. The requirements considered should take account of projected growth in industrial, power
sector and household demand. And the assessment should be made in the context of the relevant market; with
no physical interconnection between the Western and Eastern markets, supply impacts in one market are
irrelevant to the others. This consideration could help establish the degree of confidence in the production
forecasts that underpin supply to the project, noting that supply to projects now underway has not developed as
rapidly as had been assumed.
Secondly it should be established that approval of the project would be in the national interest, taking account
of economic, strategic and social consequences. This assessment should consider in particular the likely impact,
if any, of the proposal on domestic gas prices and on electricity prices.
Thirdly it should be established that proponents have adequately considered opportunities to supply gas for
domestic uses in parallel with export development. Similar arrangements played an important role in resource
development in the past. Proponents must not be compelled to undertake options which do not meet their
reasonable commercial requirements. However, the preparation of options would provide State and Federal
governments with the opportunity to consider whether wider economic benefits justify facilitation of a parallel
supply project.
A Commonwealth process would need legislation, and would relate to the Commonwealth’s power to make laws
with respect to international trade. An appropriately drafted process would be fully consistent with Australia’s
World Trade Organisation commitments, and would be extremely unlikely to face a challenge by any party with
standing to do so – particularly given the very similar processes applied by the United States and Canada.
The detail of the approvals process should be developed with full consultation, but should begin as soon as
possible to ensure that the framework for any new export capacity proposals is clear.
With a process along the lines described above in place, gas users would have much greater confidence that
increased production would provide broad benefits. A repeat of the current situation – where public and
industry concern has been aroused long after the relevant decisions were taken – would be much less likely.
Australia would be better placed to pursue all the opportunities that its resource endowment can bring. The
three policies recommended should be mutually supporting and reinforcing: unreserved support from gas users
would facilitate greater production, as would a more open and competitive gas market; greater production from
new entrants will make the market more competitive and a national interest test simpler to apply.
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Appendix A
Recommendations for a national interest
test
1.

Australia’s tremendous conventional and unconventional gas resources represent important
opportunities both for export and domestic use. These uses should be complementary to maximise
Australian prosperity.

2.

While the gas market faces serious issues of supply tightness and price increase, we do not recommend
policies that would reserve for domestic use gas already contracted for export.

3.

To support the productive coexistence of gas exports and domestic consumption, we recommend a
national economic approval process for new gas export capacity, whether onshore or offshore, similar
to existing processes in Canada and the United States.
a.

This national approval process should not duplicate existing planning and environmental
approvals.

b.

The process should approve new liquefied natural gas export facilities, and significantly
expanded capacity at existing facilities, where it is established that:
i. Approval would leave adequate gas supply for domestic requirements in relevant
Australian markets over the life of the facility;
ii. Approval is in the national interest, taking account of economic, strategic and social
impacts of the proposed expansion; and
iii. Opportunities for and net benefits of parallel supply to domestic and export markets
have been adequately considered by proponents.

4.
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c.

The process should involve public submissions and advice from the States as well as from the
Federal Treasury and the Departments of Energy and Industry.

d.

This material should be considered by an independent board including members with broad
expertise and experience in gas production, marketing and industrial use, as well as broader
economic policy.

e.

The board should make recommendations for final decision by the Federal Treasurer.
Recommendations of the Board and supporting reasons should be made public without
compromising any commercially sensitive information.

f.

A final decision should be required within six months of application, and the process should
be able to precede, follow, or run in parallel with other processes such as environmental
approvals. A rejected application should be able to be reworked and reconsidered.

g.

The process should not apply to projects on which a final investment decision had been made
before 1 July 2013.

A national approach to this issue is strongly preferable, though recognising the physical separation of
Eastern, Western and Northern gas markets. However, if a national approach is not possible in practice,
then equivalent approval processes should be developed by the States until national harmonisation can
be achieved.
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Appendix B
Survey questions
1.

Company Name: ___________________________________________________________________

2.

In which industry does your business mainly operate?

 Food & beverage manufacturing

 Non-metallic minerals manufacturing

 Textiles, clothing & footwear manufacturing

 Transport, machinery and equipment
manufacturing

 Paper, pulp, printing and publishing
 Petroleum, coal and chemicals

 Metals manufacturing
 Utilities (electricity, gas & water)
 Construction

 Mining and mining services

 Transport, post & storage

 Wood, furniture and other manufacturing

 Other_______________

3.

In which state are you mainly based?
______________________________________________________________________________________________

4.

What do you estimate your turnover will be in 2012/2013? $__________________

5.

How many full time equivalent employees do you have in Australia? ___________

6.

How will your business use natural gas in 2013? (Tick all that apply)

 Power generation

 Feedstock for industrial processes

 Heating in industrial processes

 We do not use significant quantities of gas

 Space heating or cooling

 Other ___________

7.

8.

What is the average gas price ($ per gigajoule, excluding fixed charges for networks) you
paid over the 5 years from 2008-2012?

 Prefer not to say

When will your current gas supply contract end? If you have more than one contract tick all that apply

 2013

 2014

 2015

 2017 or later

 We don’t have a contract

 Prefer not to say

9.

 $_____ /GJ

 2016

Are you currently seeking a new gas supply contract?

 Yes, to follow current one

 Yes, for additional supply

 No, not looking yet

 No intention to contract

10. If you answered yes to question 9, how long would you prefer a gas supply contract to run? __________years
11. If you answered yes to question 9, have you found a supplier able to offer a multi-year contract?
 Yes, one supplier

 Yes, more than one supplier

 No, suppliers are not making
serious offers

 No, suppliers are not making
any offers

12. If you answered yes to question 11, what gas prices ($ per gigajoule) have been offered, excluding fixed charges for
networks? (If you prefer not to say, leave the boxes blank)
Highest price: $ _____/GJ

Lowest price: $ ____/GJ

Average price: $ ____/GJ

 Prefer not to say

13. How is the outlook of gas supply and price affecting your future investment plans?
 Positive effect

 Negative effect

 Not significant

14. Do you have any comments you would like to make on natural gas supply issues, including any changes you would like to
see to gas markets or policies?
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